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APA

From the same publisher as the *Chicago Manual of Style*, this guide offers practical advice on developing a research practice. This includes engaging with a variety of sources, choosing a topic, refining a research question, considering an audience, creating a well-developed argument, drafting and revising content, and communicating effectively in writing. This book is an excellent handbook for undergraduate and graduate researchers, and can be used as a teaching text or general guide to advance the research and writing process.

Chicago

This new and updated guide covers the entire, iterative writing process for novice and advanced academic writers. It includes both print and online editions, covering everything from the different types of writing, research strategies, the revision process, and answers common grammatical issues. This text helps to further develop and expand one’s writing ability and confidence, particularly for rigorous academic environments.

MLA

Considered one of the major citation and writing style guides, this edition covers writing, publication formatting, and most importantly, documentation guidelines for creating citations and bibliographies. It is the most comprehensive in its coverage and descriptions of materials, and a common choice in a wide array of disciplines. Unlike the other citation guides, Chicago offers rules for footnotes, endnotes, and parenthetical citations with standard bibliographies.